
CANDIDATES QUESTIONNAIRE for Prospective Board Members 2024 

Please note – there is a 100-word limit on all answers. 

Name: _________________________________________________________ 

1. Why do you wish to serve on the ASCA Board of Directors?

2. What is your school council experience?

3. How will your greatest strength help you perform as a board member?

4. What do you see as the top priority or challenge for K-12 parents in the province?

5. Give an example of how you have dealt with differing perspectives:

Download and save this form before completing.



 

 

6. Have you reviewed the time commitment required to be a Director?   Yes        How do you see yourself 

balancing your professional and personal life to manage the duties of a board member?  

 

 

 

 

7. Do you have affiliations/involvement that may affect/influence your performance as a board member or be 

perceived as a conflict of interest? (e.g. family, political, volunteer, employment, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

8. On which social media platforms do you have a profile or presence, in either your own name, a 

business/organization name, or an alias? (LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter “X”, Instagram, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

9. Please provide all social media profile or presence usernames, addresses, and links. Failure to disclose all 

accounts for which you have a recognizable online presence may result in your disqualification as a candidate.  

 

 

 

 

10. What do you view as the purpose for social media? 

 

 

 

11. What makes you an ideal candidate for the position? 

 

 

 



Additional CANDIDATES QUESTIONS for Previous or Current Board Members 

How has the ASCA Board been successful because of your work on the Board? 

How did your preparation and attendance impact your contribution to the Board? 

What have you learned during your time with the Board, and what will you do with that experience moving 

forward? 

Please include a (jpeg) photo submitted with the questionnaire and nomination form. 

Candidate information is posted on the ASCA website at three intervals; March 15, April 1, and 10 days prior to the election 

at the AGM. This FORM must be completed and submitted electronically ONLY by email to parents@albertaschoolcouncils.ca 

mailto:parents@albertaschoolcouncils.ca

	Name: Ismeria Bruce
	Check Box4: Yes
	Text3: I believe my drive for results, coupled with my strong communication skills, decision making and resource management skills will help me immensely as one who is passionate to serve on the board to help strengthen the education system in our province.
	Text1: Being that I'm from Manitoba, not only would serving on the ASCA Board of Directors help me be more conversant with the workings of the Alberta Education system, but serving would also enable me to be part of a team that would help design an experience for students where they come out winning; an experience whereby students are given more opportunities, resources and time to be fully inspired to engage and be motivated to perform and strive for excellence -- the beauty of this is that we get to help them achieve and see their lives change for the better.
	Text2: Throughout my own academic life, I've always been one to join school councils. Whether it was to be on the SRC in junior high and high school, or be an Ambassador on campus, a member of the Arts Student Body Council or a representative of the Student Staff Liaison Committee during my undergrad or graduate student days, I've always taken the initiative to be of service and help enhance student life. Now, as a mother, it's only natural that I extend my service to my daughter's generation and use any opportunity to do and be more on a grander scale.
	Text4: For me, top priority for K-12 parents in the province, would be that parents are not seeing their children get enough one-on-one time in the classroom with teachers to get the full scope of their children’s problem areas so that they can help support teachers in navigating this terrain, especially with multi-age schools due to over-sized classrooms. Also, classrooms need more resources, schools need more funding and though the government is expanding on mental health supports in schools, we still need to ensure that students are getting access to the proper supports by holding the government accountable to their deliverables.
	Text5: During group activities, even in school or at the workplace, one will realize that you will tend to come into contact with people from different backgrounds, who see the world differently than you do and, at times, that may rub you the wrong way. At the end of the day, one just needs to learn to accept other people's point of view in an open, honest, and non-defensive way (even if you don't agree) and find some common ground. I practice this daily when working with people, be it on council as Chair or in everyday life and it works!
	Text6: I'm a mother and, as a parent, that's a balancing act on its own, so this is commonplace for me. Even before motherhood, I understood that managing my work-life balance would sometimes take a village. One just needs to plan, prioritize, set boundaries and ensure that you have people around you who can be a support system when you need them most. And, given the opportunity to be a board member, I will do what has always worked for me so that I can successfully fulfill my duties. 
	Text7: No.
	Text8: Linkedin
Facebook 
Instagram
Twitter 

	Text9: Facebook (personal): https://www.facebook.com/ismeria.bruce/
Facebook (new business account): @pantchella - https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=61550670009993
Instagram (personal): https://www.instagram.com/ms.ismeria/
Instagram (new business account) - @pantchella - https://www.instagram.com/pantchella/
Twitter (personal): https://twitter.com/MsIzmeriaBruce
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/ismeria-bruce-she-her-986a00218
	Text10: For me, social media has always been a connection tool in terms of building relationships; but, it has also been a tool to help us see the world through other people's eyes and for them to see the world through our own.
	Text11: I feel what makes me an ideal candidate is not only the fact that I've always had a passion for human flourishing and in fostering effective partnerships, but also that my curiosity and passion for justice are what will continue to keep me asking the tough questions, wanting more and never shying down from doing what is right for all.
	Text12: 
	Text13: 
	Text14: 


